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Biaxial control systems for generating predetermined paths under load disturbsuch as encountered in NC and CNC systems for machine tools, are conventionally designed such that the control of each axis is independent of the other.
The present paper is concerned with·providing cross-couplings for biaxial control
syst.ems, whereby an error in either axis affects the control/oops of both axes. An
algo•rithm for a cross-coupled control system is presented, and the performance of
. the cross-coupled system is mathematica//y analyzed and compared with the
com;entional CNC system having individual axis control. It is shown that crosscoupling between axes improves the contour accuracy while the velocity respbnse of
each axis is only slightly reduced. Although the proposed cross-coupled system
reqt.rires additional hardware for implementation with an NC system, operation
with a CNC-based system requires only software modifications to the system
comrrol program.
anct~,

Introduction
Computerized numerical control (CNC) is attracting increasing attention for manufacturing. W:ith CNC, a
minicomputer is provided as pan of the controller to perform
the basic numerical control functions. The low prices and
impressive capabilities of the current minicf)mputers and
microprocessors are naturally contributing to the increasing
use of CNC over a broad spectrum of manufacturing systems,
including virtually all types of machine tool!s, laser-beam
cutters, industrial robots, welders, EDM and ECM machines.
From a control point of view, the significant common
rquirernent of all CNC !ystems is to generate cO)rdinated .
movement of the separately driven axes-of-moltion to trace a
predetermined path of the "tool" relative to the workpiece.
For example, consider a venical spindle milling machine with
the workpiece mounted on a table which can move within its
own plane along the X-axis and Y-axis. The actual movement
of the table along the predetermined path while the spindle is
rotating and cutting produces the required pan.
In existing biaxial control systems for machine tools, each
axis-of-motion has a separate closed-loop control, so that the
control loop of one axis receives no informatiom regarding the
other. Any load disturbances error in one of the axes is
corrected only by its own loop, while the other loop carries on
as before. This causes an error in the resultalllt path. Since
biaxial control systems require both control and coordination
of the motion along two axes, it should be possible to improve
their accuracy by providing cross-coupling, wh•ereby an error
in either axis affects the control loops of both cu:es.
The first cross-coupling method was proposc:d by Sarachik
and Ragazzini (I) and is shown in Fig. I. This system has a
..master-slave" structure (Y follows X): the !storage device
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provides the desired value of y as its output for an input

x. The Y·axis is controlled by a closed loop and the X-axis by
an open loop whose input is the Y·axis error, er Elements D,
and D:r provide constraints on the path speed and e, ,
respectively. The error in the Y-axis affects both the X and Y
control loops, but an error signal in the X-axis is not
generated.
While this nonsymmetrical cross-coupled system may be
suitable for some open-contour operations, such as turning, a
symmetrical system with equal loop gain in both axes is
preferable in most practical NC systems. For a linear contour
(y = kx) and negligible load disturbance, a symmetrical
system provides a zero steady-state contour error, although
there are time dependent errors in each axis (2). The nonsymmetrical cross-coupled system, however, requires a
substantial difference in the gain for each axis, resulting in a
contour error which is dependent on the slope k of the contour
[1}. Likewise for a circular contour, the symmetrical system
generates a perfect circle with a small radial error, whereas a
non-symmetrical system generates an elliptal shape (2).
A cross-coupled biaxial system with a symmetrical structure
was developed by Koren and Ben-Uri (3). Cross-coupling was
·Obtained by the addition of two DDA integrators and digital
comparator to a conventional biaxial control system.
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Although it was experimentally shown that this cross-coupled
biaxial system can operate with significantly less ·contour
error than its conventional counterpart, the cost of the additional hardware components made the system economically
impractical at that time. However, with the current trend
away from conventional hardware-based NC to computer
controlled software-based CNC [4) it is wonhwhile to
reconsider this cross-coupled concept. It should now be
possible to obtain cross-coupling in CNC systems by
modifying the computer control program without the need for
additional hardware.
The present investigation was undenaken to determine the
practical feasibility of using symmetric cross-coupled control
in CNC systems. In the present paper, an algorithm is
presented for applying the previous concept of symmetrical
cross-coupled control to a CNC system. A mathematical
analysis of the cross-coupled system is developed which
provides a basis for evaluating the dynamic behavior of the
system and the influence of load disturbances and axis
mismatch on the contour errors.

Symmetrical Cross-Coupled Control System
With CNC systems of the sampled-data type, each axis is
controlled independently in a loop closed by software within
the computer (4,5,6] . A typical loop is shown in Fig. 2. The
speed of each axis of the machine table is controlled by a d-e
servomotor and its position is measured by a digital encoder
which is able to transmit two sequences of pulses, one for each
direction of rotation. Each pulse generated by the encoder
represe~ts an axial motion of one basic length-unit which
might be on the order of 10 I'Dl in a typical machine tool
system. Therefore. the number of pulses represents position
and the pulse frequency is proponional to the axis velocity.
Although a digital encoder is used in the block diqram of
Fig. 2, a resolver or an inductosyn could be used as the
feedback device. The interface circuitry wiD differ, depending
on the hardware chosen. The interface to a digital encoder is
the simplest. It consists of a buffered counter which is incremented by the pulses produCed by the encoder. The contents P ( n) of the counter are read at equal intervals of time T;
after each reading the counter is cleared. This permits the
determination of the feedback frequency F provided by the
encoder at the nth sampling event:
F (n) =P(n)!T

COMPUTER

Fig. 2 Connntlon•l CNC loop

The control program serves as an equalizer which compares
two types of inputs: a reference number R proportional to the
required speed of the axis; and the feedback signal F which is
proponional to the actual speed of the axis. The difference
between these two inputs is the speed error of the
corresponding axis-of-motion. In order to obtain a zero speed
error at.the steady-state for a fixed reference number, R, the
control program must integrate the speed error. This can be
acco mplished by the statement:
E 0 (n) =E0 (n -I)+ 71R(n) -F(n))

(1)

E0 is the axis position error which is convened by the DAC,
amplified and fed to the d-e motor. Substituting for F(n) in
equation (I) yields the position error at the successive interval
as:

(2)

E 0 (n) =E0 (n-l } + TR(n) -P(n)

The proposed cross-coupled system employs the basic
structure shown in Fia. 3. The control program is fed by two
reference numbers, R 1 and R 2 , proportional to the required
speeds of axes I and 2, respectively. The correspondina error
difference-equations are of the same type as in equation (I)
for the conventional system:
E,(n} = E; (n-1)+ 11R;(n) - F;( n)]; i= 1,2

!J

· ~·

(3)

which yields the following statements for calculating the
position errors in the successive intervals:
.., · ··· · ·
E 1(n) =E;(n - I)+ TR; (n) -P1 (n); i = 1,2

(4)

where TR 1 (n) is the nth required incremental position in the
ith axis and P, ( n) is the corresponding actual incremental
position motion.

- - - - Nomenclature
A bbreviatioDS

CCS = cross-coupled system
DAC = digital-to-analog convener
DDA = digital differential analyzer
A .A , = gains in · the CCS, defined
by (24) or (59)
D = characteristic polynomial
of a matched CCS
Do = charac:teristie · polynomial
of a conventional system
D" = characteristic polynomial
of mismatched CCS
E
magnitude proportional to
the contour error in CCS
E0 = axis position error in a
conventional system
E~>~; = axis position errors in CCS
t
actual contour error
F,f
feedback
frequency,
proportional to axis
velocity

=

=
=
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= weighted aain in CCS,
defined in (26)
H = polynomial defined by (29)
K .X; = panial loop rain, K =
K.Kr
K~ = DAC gain in volt/bit
Kr = encoder gain
. .x.. = uia1 drive aain
Kx.K, = cross-couplingaains
k = slope of straight line, k =
R~IRI
M,m = magnitude proponional to
G

Laplace-transform varias = ble
..,..,. ...
T= sampling timc.i~terval

time constant
DAC input sipal
V,u
DAC output voltage
weighting gain in CCS
w
X,Y = symbols of the two axesof-motion
z = z-transfonn variable
T

U,u

.J
..

>' •

the load torque
parameter defined by (53)

N =
P1 • ap( - T/T;)
P(n) • incremental pos1t1on
during the nth sampling
period
" Q1 ... polynomial defined in (61)
R
·axial-velocity reference

=

NOTES: (1) Lower-case symbols are
used for time variables, and upper-case
ones for Laplace and. z-uansfonned
variables. (2) Indices I and 2 couespond
to the X · and Y-axis, respectively.
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depends on the values of K x and K , together with an appropriate choice of the weighting factor W.

Mathematical Analysis
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Fig. 3

1

Since the software cross-coupled control system is of the
sampled-data type, the z-transform analysis can be applied.
This technique is utilized to calculate the various errors in the
cross-coupled system and to determine an appropriate value
of the weighting factor W .
A block diagram for the system is shown in Fig. 4. The
differential equation of the power amplifier and the motor is
(7]:

Biaxial computer controlled system

rw+w(t) =Km[u(t) -m(t)]
However, the operation of the propos;ed symmetric crosscoupled system is based upon providing corrections which are
proponional not only to the individual ax:ial errors, but to the
contour error as well. This is accomplish·ed by combining the
individual axis errors with a weighted comour error:

U 1 (n) =£1 (n)- WE(n)

(Sa)

+ WE(n}

(5b)

U2 (n}

=£~ (n)

where U 1 and U~ are the signals fed to the DAC's. The
weighting factor W determines the cross-coupling effect upon
the operation of the whole system.
The magnitude of E is proportional to the contour error
(see Appe ndix A) and is calculated by comparing the feedback
irequencies received from the two loops by the difference
equation:

E(n) =E(n-1)+ 71K..F 1 (n) -K,.F2 (n}]

( 6)

K .. and K ,. are the cross-coupling gains, which are discussed
below. In· the control program, the statement corresponding
to equation (6) is:

E(n) =E(n-l}+K.. P 1 (n) -K..,P2 (n)

(7)

As can be seen from equations (5), E is fed to loop I with a
negative sign and to loop 2 with a positi\l'e sign. Considering
the appropriate signs of P 1 and P2 in equation (7), one sees
that equations (5) and (7) provide negatave feedback of the
cross-coupling in both loops.
In the case of linear motion, the referc:nces R 1 and R ~ as
well as Kx and K, are constants. Since R(n) = F(n) at
steady-s.ate, t!1e frequency of ti.e pulses app.ied by the encoder of loop I is !R 1 1R:) times that al the output of the
second encoder. Therefore, in order tO compare the
frequencies, the condition:

(8)
must be satisfied. This provides a steady-state value of£ and
in turn steady-state performance of the whole system.
The main problem in the corresponding hardware circuit
was realization of K.r and K,. with the highest possible accuracy for any possible inputs R 1 and R 2 [3]. This problem is
obviated in the proposed software system, in which Kx and Ky
are programmed coefficients. For a linea:r motion they may
cor.veniemly be chosen (see Appendix A):
(9)

=

so that Kx + K,.
I.
In the case of a circular path with a radius A , the references
R 1 and R: are Asinwr and Acoswr, respectively, and the gains
K.. and K>. can be chosen as Acoswt and A.sinwr, respectively.
The sine and cosine values are continuously calculated by a
circular interpolator which is included i:n the NC control
program. Other non-linear contours are generated in NC
systems by a combination of lines and circlc:s.
In summary, the control program algorithm consists of
equations (4), (5) and (7) with K.. and K,. satisfying equation
(8). Satisfactory performance of the cross-coupled system
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(10)

where w is the motor speed, u is the DAC output voltage, and
ex T 1 (I); the product ex T1 is denoted in Fig. 4 by M ; (i
1,2). T, is the load torque, and a is a constant which is
directly proportional to the armature resistance (inductance
neglected) and inversely proportional to the amplifier gain
and motor torque constant. Most NC systems also contain an
additional internal loop, consisting of the power amplifier,
the motor and a tachogenerator mounted on the motor shaft
as a second feedback device. This internal loop however, has a
mathematical representation similar to the one in equation
(10) [6] .
The digital encoder provides K, pulses per revolution of the
motor shaft, so its output frequency f(t) is:

=

m (I)

=

j(t)=K,w(t)

(11)

Denoting the gain KmK, of each individual loop by K; (i =
1,2), the differential equations of the drive is obtained from
equations (1 0) and (11 ):

rj; +/, (t) =K,u1 (I) -K;m; (t ); i = 1,2

(12)

The corresponding Laplace-transform equation is:
(1 +ST; )F; (S) =K;V, (S) -K,M , (s); i = 1,2

(13)

The DAC holds the data from one sampling instant to the
next and is actually a zero-order hold with a gain of K<
volt/bit. The corresponding transfer function is
V(s)

- U(s)
- -=

K< (1-r•T)

(14)

s

Substitution of equation ( 14) into (13) yields:
F , (s) =

K ,K<(l - e -sr)U; (s)
S( I +ST,)

-

K ;M ; (s)
- - - ; i= 1,2
(I +ST; )

(15)

The corresponding z-transform is

-z - -z- JU,(z)
(z-1)[
z
z-1
z-p,

=K;K< -

F , (Z)

;; / r )
- K1( '
M ; (Z)

(16)

z-p,

where
Pi =e-Ttr,

(17)

Equation (16) can be rewritten:
F ; (Z)

=K1 K< ( - 1-p
- '- ) U; (Z) - K1

z-p,

(ZIT ) M
- -' -

z-p,

1 ( z);

i= 1,2

(18)

At the computer end the dominant difference-equations are
obtained by combining equations (3), (5) and (6):

U 1 (n) =U1 ( n-1)+ TR 1 ( n)- T(l + WKx)F 1 (n)

+ TWK ,.F2 (n)

(19)
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As a basis for comparing the conventional and crosscoupled system, consider the case of a linear contour path
with fixed ioad disturbances on each axis. This approximates
the situation which is often found in actual NC machining
systems. For linear motions the references R 1 and R2 are
constants; at the start of machining motions the force
disturbances are approximated by step functions, so that

DR IVE SYSTEM
hi ,

F,

R ; (z) =R,zl <z-1); M ; (z) =M;zl (z-1); i = 1,2
(30)
To obtain the actual encoder frequency for these step inputs,
equation (30) is substituted into equation (23), which yields:
F 1 (Z)

={[(z-p) (Z-I)+Az][Az
+

2

/(z-I))R 1

[A 2 z3 /(z-1))WKy(RI

- (z2 K / r)[(z - p) (Z-1) + (1

F,

+ R2)

+ W)Az

- W(1 - K y) AZ)M1 - (z 2 K!r) WK1 AzM2 )1D0 (z) (31)

Substitution of Kr and Ky from equation (9) to (26) gives
Y"'O&.IS

.. 1

Fig. 4

Block diagram of the cross-coupled system

G= W
(32)
and combining with equations (29) and (31 ), yields after some
manipulation:
F 1(.;:) = [

U: ( n) = U~ ( n-1 )+ TR: (n)- T(l + WK_.) F 2 (n)
+TWKrF 1 (n)

(20)

(z-~;~(1.) ]R1- ~ [;~) +L(z)]z

2

(33)

where

The corresponding .<:·transform equations are:
(34)

U1 ( ;: ) =[T.:/( .:-I )J[R 1 (.: )-(I+ WKr)F1 (Z)

+ WK_,.F: (.:))
U: (.;:)

=[T:/ (Z -

(21)

I ))[R:(z)- (I+ WKy )F2 (4)

+ WKxFI (.;:))

(22)

The whole sy;tem can thus be described by a set of four
equations: equations (18), (21 ), and (22). The four state
variables of this system are F 1 , F 2 , U 1 , and U2 ; the input
variables are R,, R:, M 1 , and M2 •
Assuming that the two axes of the control system are
matched, namely K = K 1 = K: and r = r 1 = r 2 , the solution
for the encoder frequency F 1 (.:) is:
F 1 (Z)

+

=(Az[(.;:-p) (z-1)+(1 + WK_.)Az)R

( .4.;:) 2

1

(Z)

WK , R 2 (.:) - [.:(.: - I)Kt;J((.;:-p) ( .:-1)

+(I+ WK, JA.:)M 1 ' .;: )

-

A similar symmetric equation also applies to F: ( z) .
In the conventional system controlled by two separate
loops, the weighting factor W is zero, which yields:
L(z) =0

2

[.::(.:-1).4 WK,.K! r~M 2 Cz') ! D 0 (Z)

£ 1 (z) =

(23)

£ , (;:) =

where A is defined by

•

A= ( ! -p) TKK,

(24)

and the characteristic polynomial of the system, in
transform notation. is denoted by D0 (Z):
D 0 (;:) = (;:- p):(;:-1 f +(.: - p) (;:-I)A.;:(2 + G)

+ (A;:) :(I +G)

z·

(25)

(26)

The characteristic polynomial. can be also written as the
product of two terms:

D0 (z) =D(z)H(z)

(27)

where
D(z)

= <z-p ) (z-l)+Az

(28)

and
H(z)=(z - p)(z-I)+Az(I+G)

(29)

A symmetric equation to equation (23) is obtained for F 2 (z).
The encoder frequencies are proponional to the speed of the
motors. as seen from equation (II).
268 1 Vol. 102, DECEMBER 1980

T (z-p)z

(z-I)D(z)

T(z-p)z

2

r

K M1
Tz3
]
R1 + - - - +L(z ) - - (36)
r LD(z'

K [ M,

R, + <z-I)D(z) •
T

(z-1)

]

Tz 1
(z-1)

- · - -L(z) - - (37)
D(z)

K [ M2RI - MIR2
] T;,l
=-L(z) - (38)
r
(R 1 +R 2 )D(z)
(Z- I)
Again, the effect of the cross-coupling on the individual
axis errors, £ 1 and £ 2 , can be obtained by an inversetransform of the term containing L { z ) in equations (36) and
£(z)

(37).

The term G is defined as
C= W(K, +Ky)

(35)

This means that the effect of the cross-coupling on the individual axis response enters through the last term L (z) in
equation (33). This term does not affect the steady-state speed
and has only an influence on the dynamic response of the
individual axes.
The position errors for constant inputs in the cross-coupled
system are obtained by substituting F 1 (Z) and F 2 (Z) into the
z-transform versions of equations (3) and (6):

Contour Error and Weighting Factor
The most important factor in the performance of the
biaxial control system is the contour error, which is defined as
the distance-difference between the required and actual path.
For the cross-coupled system the steady-state error and its
time response depend upon the value of the weighting factor
W. Therefore, in order to choose an appropriate value of W,
it is necessary to first determine the contour error.
Consider a linear path in a biaxial system as shown in Fig.
5. The required path is the straight line y = kx, but the
asymmetry of the axis loads causes an error. At arbitrary time
t0 the actual path is followed to point 0, while the
corresponding instructed point is D ex• ,y• ); the resultant
Transactions of the ASME
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I
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y

Required

Fig. 5

Required and actual paths In the :JC. Y plane

error ( is the segment OB which is simply obtained from
geometrical considerations (see Appendix B):

Yo -kxo
OB=(=
I +k2

(39)

The actual position (x0 ;y0 ) at t 0 can be expressed in terms
of the required position at the same time (x• ,y•) and the
position errors of the axes e 1 and e2 :

x0 =x· -e 1

(40)

Yo=y · -e2

(41)

Substitution of equations (40) and (41) in (39)1 yields:
(=

ke 1 - e2

(42)

I+ k 2

Since k = R 2 I R 1 , the resultant contour error is:

R 2 e 1 -R 1e2

(43)

--=.,~=~

f-

-

OJRf

+R~

The <:-transformed position errors are given by equations (36)
and (37). Using the results in equation (43) the ;:-transformed
contour error in the cross-coupling system can be written
.

K [M1 R 2 -M2 R 1 ]

((1.)=•

·.J Ri+R~

T

=

(;:-I)H(7)

.. - -

(45)

T(l-p)Kr(! + W)v'Rr +R'~

[M R-M R J
1

2

2

r
..JRr+R~
and the steady-state error is:
f

1

3

-

71.- -

(46)

<z- I >D<z>

MIR2 -M2RI
uo- T(l-p)KrOJRf+R~
-

I H(O) I < I ; H( I) > 0; H ( -

(49)

I) > 0

Since D ( z) = 0 is the characteristic equation of a conventional system with two separate control loops, its
corresponding stability conditions are given in (48), which
lead to the following relations:
p < I; A

> 0; 2(1 + p) >A

where pandA are defined in equations (17) and (24). Two of
these conditions are satisfied for any positive K, but the third
one places a bound on the open-loop gain
2(1 + p) I (I - p) > TKKr

(50)

In the cross-coupled system case the additional stability
conditions (49) possess the extra constraint
2(1 + p) I (I - p) > TKK r (I + W)
N-l

>W

(51)
(52)

where N is defined by
N=

2(1 +p)
(I -p) TKKr

M 1 R2 -M 2 R 1

K
(z)=-

(48)

(44)

The corresponding result for a conventional system controlled
by two separate loops is obtained by substituting D(z) for
H (;;) into equation (44):
f0

jD(O) I <I;D(l)>O;D( - 1)>0

which prescribes the following upper bound on W

Tzl

- - --

By using the Final Value Theorem the steady-state error is
obtained
(1!

damping of the individual axes and introduce undesirable
oscillations into the actual machining path.
The advantage of the cross·coupled system can be readily
appreciated for a single axis motions. which may be required
for portions of the machining path. In this mode, R 1 = M 1 =
0 (or R 2 = M 2 = 0) leading to the condition L (;;) = 0 in
equation (33). That means that the velocity response of the
individual axis in the cross-coupled system becomes identical
to that of the conventional uncoupled system for single· axis
motion. Again a direct increase of the individual loop gains by
(I + W) can cause undesirable velocity oscillations.
In order to decrease the steady-state contour error in t he
cross-coupled system, it is desirable that W will be as large as
possible. However, there is an upper bound on W, which is
prescribed by the system stability requirement.
The closed-loop system is stable if the characteristic
equation D 0 (z) = 0 possesses no zeros outside the unit circle
in the z plane. In the general case, the determination of
whether there is a zero outside this circle involves extensive
effort, but since the polynomial in equation (25) can be
written as a product of two quadratic polynomials; namely
D(z)H(z), the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
stable system are [9):

(53)

Typical values of N can be determined by using results from
[4), which provides the optimal relationship among the
conventional open-loop gain KKr• the sampling period T and
the time constant r:
KK

r

I
= -T+2r
-

(54)

The condition providing the stability constraint is [4):
(47)

By comparing equations (45) and (47), it can be seen that
the steady-state error is reduced by a factor of (I + W) with
the cross-coupled system. Tl1is is achievt:d with almost
negligible deterioration in the velocity response of each individual axis, since the term L(z) in equatiom (33) has only a
minor effect on F 1 as stated above.
Theoretically, this same reduction in contour error could be
obtained with an uncoupled conventional system by simply
increasing the individual gains Kr by a factOJr of (I + W), as
seen from equation (47). However, this will reduce the
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Tlr< 1f
(55)
and, as a rule of thumb, T = r usually results in acceptable
response and an adequate stability margin. Substituting
equation (54) and T = r into equation (53) results inN= 12
as a typical value in CNC systems, and consequently W < II
according to (52).
Nevertheless, smaller values of W should eventually be
applied. Although the analyzed system has been approximated as 4th-order model, many practical systems are of
higher order, and therefore setting of too large W may cause
an unstable system. Therefore, in practice an adequate gain
margin is required.
The term TKK<(! + W) appearing in equation (51) is a gain
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Fig. 6 Simulation results of contour errors due to machining load in
conventional system (W = 0) and matched CCS (W = 1,3,10)

of the biaxial cross-coupled system. A rule of thumb is to
allow a gain margin between I / 4 to I /2 for good transient
response. Consequently, the recommended values of Ware
N/4-l~W~/\'!2-l

(56)

=

which for N
12 provides the interval [2 ~ W ~ 5] as the
best compromise between the desire to reduce the contour
-:rror und to obtain ~cceptable tr?:tsient respcnse. and
to provide an adequate "cushion·· of stability margin for
differences between the model and the actual system .
Typical behaYior is illustrated in Fig. 6. where contour error
time responses are gi' en for the con,·entional system ( W = 0)
and for three different values of W with the cross-coupled
system. In this simulation the following data is applied : KK,
= 20 s- 1 , T = r = 20m s, which, according to equation (53},
yields N
10 and consequently W is bounded by W < 9 but
should be selected within the range 1.5 < W < 4 for optimal
results. For certain velocity and loading conditions the steadystate error in the cor.ventional system is 3 units (e.g. 0.03
mm). Setting W = I in the corresponding cross-coupled
system reduces the contour error to I .5 units and slightly
reduces the system damping as is shown in Fig. 6. Increasing
the gain to W = 3 results in a steady-state error which is
smaller than I unit. A further increase in W, to W = 10,
causes an unstable system. In this case W = 3 is suggested as
the best selection of the weight ing gain in the CCS.

=

(57)
where D.(~) is the characteristic
-nism<>tched system. defined by

polynomial of the

D . ( ~) = ( ~- p, )(::- P: )(::- I): .,. lA I(:: - P: )(I + 11-'K ... )
+A:(::-p 1 )(I + WK , ))(z-1 )::+z:A 1 A:O + W)

(58)

and the gains A 1 are:
A , =(l - p ,) TK1 K,;

(59)

i=l.2

Assuming a linear motion (step inputs). and combining
equation (30) with equation (57). we obtain:
F 1 ( . : ) =Q 1 (~)R 1 1D.(::.)

(60)

where

Q 1 ( ;:: ) =[(::.-l}(Z-P:)+~:(I + W))A 1 ;:: / (;:- I)

(61)

Similar symmetric equations hold for F: (Z) and Q: (~),The
position error in each loop is:

-) -- __!!__[__:_-

£(
, .,.

(Z-1)

::-1

Q , (Z)
D.,(Z)

]R·

''

·=I'

I

•-

(62)

Substitution of these errors into equation (43) yields:

dz) = R 1 R:!<z- p 1 )A: -(.:-p 2 )A t1Tz 3

Axis Mismatch
Another factor which affects the contour accuracy is the
axis mismatch, which means that the respective loop gains and
time constants are not identical. Assuming that the system is
not externally loaded. so that M 1 (<:}
M: (z)
0. The
solution for the component F 1 (Z) in this case is:

=
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=

'-Rr+R~(~-I)D.,(z)

(63)

By applying the definitions ff A 1 fori = 1,2, and defining an
average gain K asK = -...K 1 K:- equation (63) results in a
steady-state contour error of
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Fig. 7 Simulation, results of contour errors in a mismatched con·
ventional system (Ill' 0) and CCS (W = 1,3,10)

=

fu

= '

R 1R 2

AK!K

v Rr + R~ KKc ( 1 + W)

(64)

where .1K = A': - K 1 • The corresponding results in a conventional system controlled by two separate loops is:
fs>Q

=

R 1 R:

AKIK

. . Ri + Ri

KKr

.

(65)

.-\s might be expected. the steady-state contour error i11 the
cross-coupled system is reduced by a factor of (I + W), with a
minor effect on the performance of the individual loop; W is
selected within the range given by condition (56).
In order to find the magnitude of typical (:rrors let us
assume that a gain of KK< = 20 s - 1 is applied and that a
small difference of about 2 percent exists between the two
loop gains. For a typical maximum contour velocity of 25
mm / s (60 ipm), and equal velocities in both axes;, the steadystate contour error in a conventional system, as olbtained from
equation (65), is 18 J.llll (7 10- ~ in.). Setting W = 3 in the
corresponding cross-coupled system reduces the contour error
to 4.5 Jlm. The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 7. It is
seen that increasing W to the value of 10.0 causes an unstable
system; decreasing to W = 1.0 gives a larger steady-state
error. Again selecting W = 3 seems to be the best compromise
between the desire to reduce the contour error and stability
considerations which rule out higher values of W.
In order to examine the combined effect of aJ(is mismatch
and external loading, constant axial loads were added to the
previous simulation and the results are presented in Fig. 8. lt
is readily seen that while the steady-state contour error in a
conventional system ( W = 0) is about 50 I'm. a proper choice
of W, (i.e., W = 3) in the cross-coupled system., reduces this
error to 10 Jlm, providing a substantial imp•rovement in
contour accuracy.
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Conclusions
A symmetrical cross-coupled system for computer control
of biaxial system is analyzed and compared with its conventional counterpart. An improvement over the conventional system is ob:ained by considering the whole system
as a single unit, rather than in terms of its individual loops.
The influence of load disturbances and axis mismatch is
reduced in the proposed cross-coupled system, while the
velocity response along the generated path is not detet iorated .
A cross-coupled software system requires no extra investment
in hardware; all that is needed are a few additional statements
in the control program with a view to improving the accuracy
of the resultant path y
f(x).
The cross-coupled structure is suitable for systems where
the time response of each individual controlled variable takes
on a smaller role relative to the intervariable dependence y
f(x), such as in the case of machining process with
manufacturing systems. The proposed method lends itself to
multiaxial generalization and may be a first step towards
improved control strategies to CNC of manufacturing
systems.
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